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Now in full color, Manual of Equine Reproduction, 3rd Edition
provides a comprehensive look at the reproductive
management of horses, including management of stallions,
pregnant mares, and neonatal foals. Expert authors use a
concise, practical approach in discussing improved therapies
and treatments in equine breeding. You’ll enhance your skills
and knowledge with this book’s detailed coverage of
techniques used in reproductive examination, breeding
procedures, pregnancy diagnosis, foaling, and reproductive
tract surgery. A clinical emphasis includes a step-by-step
format of possible scenarios from conception to breeding
management. Practical information includes topics such as
breeding with transported cooled or frozen semen, and caring
for the broodmare and newborn foal. The organization of
material corresponds to the course of study in veterinary
school, so you can find topics easily. Chapter objectives and
study questions at the beginning of each chapter guide you
through the material and provide clear learning goals.
Evaluation of Breeding Records chapter covers the
importance of breeding records, and how to use them to
evaluate stallion performance and optimize fertility.
References are listed at the end of each chapter for further
research and study. Full-color photographs and illustrations
clearly depict procedures, and all drawings have been
redrawn and improved. NEW Assisted Reproductive
Technology chapter goes beyond embryo transfer. Updated
content includes the latest advances in therapies and
treatments. New content is added to two chapters,
Reproductive Physiology of the Nonpregnant Mare and
Manipulation of Estrus in the Mare. Thorough coverage of
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every aspect of equine reproduction provides a strong
foundation for success in veterinary practice, including a
discussion of the use of GnRH-analog deslorelin (Ovuplant)
to hasten ovulation; aseptic technique for endometrial biopsy;
use of transabdominal ultrasonography, especially in early
pregnancy; determination of fetal gender by transrectal
ultrasonography; aspiration testicular biopsy using a springloaded biopsy instrument; and procedure for surgical embryo
transfer.
A Brookings Institution Press and the National University of
Singapore Press publication This is the story of the Singapore
healthcare system: how it works, how it is financed, its
history, where it is going, and what lessons it may hold for
national health systems around the world. Singapore ranks
sixth in the world in healthcare outcomes, yet spends
proportionally less on healthcare than any other high-income
country. This is the first book to set out a comprehensive
system-level description of healthcare in Singapore, with a
view to understanding what can be learned from its unique
system design and development path. The lessons from
Singapore will be of interest to those currently planning the
future of healthcare in emerging economies, as well as those
engaged in the urgent debates on healthcare in the wealthier
countries faced with serious long-term challenges in
healthcare financing. Policymakers, legislators, public health
officials responsible for healthcare systems planning, finance
and operations, as well as those working on healthcare
issues in universities and think tanks should understand how
the Singapore system works to achieve affordable excellence.
This book provides updates on the most recent developments
in individualized infertility treatment resulting in improved
outcomes.
With the increased prevalence of subfertility (any form of
reduced fertility with prolonged time of unwanted nonPage 2/11
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conception) and the number of subfertile patients turning to
assisted reproductive clinics for help, Subfertility: Recent
Advances for Management and Prevention is a much-needed
resource for today’s health care providers. Written by doctors
with extensive expertise in the areas of reproductive
physiology and endocrinology, it provides a description of the
methods for achieving conception, an overview of the causes
of subfertility and how to detect them, a review of the
psychological impact of subfertility, guidelines for the
treatment of subfertility, and a look at assisted reproductive
technologies. rovides a holistic approach to the causes and
treatment of subfertility, with guidance on selecting patients
on the basis of ovarian reserve/sperm parameters and the
management of special endocrine abnormalities like
polycystic ovarian syndrome, endometriosis, and thyroid
disorders. Offers a concise review of the most recent
advances for improving assisted reproductive techniques.
Covers reproductive physiology and the causes of subfertility,
with special focus on endocrine abnormalities that lead to
subfertility. Consolidates today’s available information on this
timely topic into a single, convenient resource.
Controlled Release Fertilizers for Sustainable Agriculture
provides a comprehensive examination of precision fertilizer
applications using the 4-R approach—the right amount of
fertilizer at the right time to the right plant at the correct stage
of plant growth. This volume consolidates detailed information
on each aspect of controlled release fertilizers, including up-todate literature citations, the current market for controlled
release fertilizers and patents. Presenting the tremendous
advances in experimental and theoretical studies on
sustainable agriculture and related areas, this book provides
in-depth insight into state-of-the-art controlled release
mechanisms of fertilizers, techniques, and their use in
sustainable agriculture. Conventional release mechanisms
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have historically meant waste of fertilizers and the adverse
effects of that waste on the environment. Controlled release
delivery makes significant strides in enhancing fertilizer
benefit to the target plant, while protecting the surrounding
environment and increasing sustainability. Presents cuttingedge interdisciplinary insights specifically focused on the
controlled release of fertilizers Explores the benefits and
challenges of 4-R fertilizer use Includes expertise from
leading researchers in the fields of agriculture, polymer
science, and nanotechnology working in industry, academics,
government, and private research institutions across the
globe Presents the tremendous advances in experimental
and theoretical studies on sustainable agriculture and related
areas
A comprehensive, cutting-edge review of the complex
interactions between maternal and fetal-placental tissues that
control the establishment and maintenance of pregnancy, the
proper development of the fetus, the birth process, and the
behavioral aspects of bonding between mother and newborn.
Expert researchers review the endocrine and physiological
events that culminate in the delivery of offspring, and provide
a solid base of comparative information on the menstrual
cycle of primates, including humans. They also discuss the
sources and functions of both steroid and protein hormones
from the placenta and the details of their effects on uterine
function, placental development, fetal growth and well-being,
and maternal responses to pregnancy. This book will become
the standard reference source not only for reproductive
scientists, but also for those clinicians who want better to
understand the complex factors that affect pregnancy-and
their pregnant patients.
The Fourth Edition of Knobil & Neill continues to serve as a
reference aid for research, to provide the historical context to
current research, and most importantly as an aid for graduate
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teaching on a broad range of topics in human and
comparative reproduction. In the decade since the publication
of the last edition, the study of reproductive physiology has
undergone monumental changes. Chief among these
advances are in the areas of stem cell development, signaling
pathways, the role of inflammation in the regulatory
processes in the various tissues, and the integration of new
animal models which have led to a greater understanding of
human disease. The new edition synthesizes all of this new
information at the molecular, cellular, and organismal levels of
organization and present modern physiology a more
understandable and comparative context. The Fourth Edition
has been extensively revised, reflecting new fundamental
advancements in this rapidly advancing field. Provides a
common language for researchers across the fields of
physiology, endocrinology, and biology to discuss their
understanding of reproduction. Saves academic researchers
time in quickly accessing the very latest details on
reproductive physiology, as opposed to searching through
thousands of journal articles.
The definitive and essential source of reference for all
laboratories involved in the analysis of human semen.
Hormone ActionSpringer Science & Business Media
Laboratory Procedures and Their Applications
An author subject index to selected general interest
periodicals of reference value in libraries.
Bovine Reproduction is a comprehensive, current
referenceproviding information on all aspects of reproduction
in the bulland cow. Offering fundamental knowledge on
evaluating andrestoring fertility in the bovine patient, the book
also placesinformation in the context of herd health where
appropriate for atruly global view of bovine theriogenology.
Printed in full colorthroughout, the book includes 83 chapters
and more than 550 images,making it the most exhaustive
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reference available on thistopic. Each section covers anatomy
and physiology, breeding management,and reproductive
surgery, as well as obstetrics and pregnancywastage in the
cow. Bovine Reproduction is a welcomeresource for bovine
practitioners, theriogenologists, and animalscientists, as well
as veterinary students and residents with aninterest in the
cow.
This fully updated new edition of a successful and popular
practical guide is an indispensable account of modern in-vitro
fertilization practice. Initial chapters cover theoretical aspects
of gametogenesis and embryo development at the cellular
and molecular level, while the latter half of the book describes
the requisites for a successful IVF laboratory and the basic
technologies in ART. Advanced techniques, including preimplantation genetic diagnosis, vitrification and stem-cell
technology, are comprehensively covered, providing up-todate analyses of these groundbreaking technologies. This
edition includes: • New practical techniques, including
preservation of fertility for cancer patients, stem-cell
biology/technology, vitrification and in-vitro maturation • A
'refresher' study review of fundamental principles of cell and
molecular biology • The latest information available from
animal and human research in reproductive biology Packed
with a wealth of practical and scientific detail, this is a must
for all IVF practitioners.
This study examines the interactions between nitrogen and
the ecosystem and discusses nitrogen fertilization practices
around the world. Simulation models that play an important
role in determining the dynamics of source-sink relationships
are presented, helping to pinpoint inefficiencies and develop
strategies to synchronize nitrogen supply and demand.
List of members in each volume, except v. 5.
Child and family law tells us much about how a society
operates, since it touches the lives of everyone living in that
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society. In this volume, a variety of experts examine child and
family law in thirteen countries - Australia, Canada, China,
India, Israel, Malaysia, The Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Russia, Scotland, South Africa and the United
States. Each chapter identifies the imperatives and influences
that have prevailed to date and offers informed predictions of
how it will develop in the years to come. A common chapter
structure facilitates comparison of the jurisdictions, and in the
introduction the editor highlights common trends and salient
differences. The Future of Child and Family Law therefore
provides practitioners, academics and policy-makers with
access not just to an overview of child and family law in a
range of countries around the world, but also to insights into
what has shaped it and options for reform.
The specialty of fertility preservation offers patients with
cancer, who are rendered infertile by chemo- and
radiotherapy, the opportunity to realize their reproductive
potential. This gold-standard publication defines the specialty.
The full range of techniques and scientific concepts is
covered in detail, and the author team includes many of the
world's leading experts in the field. The book opens with
introductions to fertility preservation in both cancer and noncancer patients, followed by cancer biology, epidemiology
and treatment, and reproductive biology and cryobiology.
Subsequent sections cover fertility preservation strategies in
males and females, including medical/surgical procedures,
ART, cryopreservation and transplantation of both ovarian
tissue and the whole ovary, and in-vitro follicle growth and
maturation. Concluding chapters address future technologies,
as well as ethical, legal and religious issues. Richly illustrated
throughout, this is a key resource for all clinicians specializing
in reproductive medicine, gynecology, oncology, hematology,
endocrinology and infertility.
Here in one easy-to-understand volume are the statistical
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procedures and techniques the agricultural researcher needs
to know in order to design, implement, analyze, and interpret
the results of most experiments with crops. Designed
specifically for the non-statistician, this valuable guide
focuses on the practical problems of the field researcher.
Throughout, it emphasizes the use of statistics as a tool of
research—one that will help pinpoint research problems and
select remedial measures. Whenever possible, mathematical
formulations and statistical jargon are avoided. Originally
published by the International Rice Research Institute, this
widely respected guide has been totally updated and much
expanded in this Second Edition. It now features new
chapters on the analysis of multi-observation data and
experiments conducted over time and space. Also included is
a chapter on experiments in farmers' fields, a subject of major
concern in developing countries where agricultural research is
commonly conducted outside experiment stations. Statistical
Procedures for Agricultural Research, Second Edition will
prove equally useful to students and professional researchers
in all agricultural and biological disciplines. A wealth of
examples of actual experiments help readers to choose the
statistical method best suited for their needs, and enable
even the most complicated procedures to be easily
understood and directly applied. An International Rice
Research Institute Book
This book, written by global experts in the field, provides a
thorough overview on fertility and pregnancy challenges and
solutions in women who are being or have been treated for
cancer. The book addresses several topics, including
pregnancy outcomes after a cancer diagnosis, the impacts of
systemic anticancer therapy on fertility, the essentials of
fertility preservation approaches in cancer patients, and
fertility counseling. This is in addition to controversial topics
like the role of ovarian stimulation in breast cancer patients,
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fertility preservation in cancer patients with BRCA mutation
and the evolving role of GnRH analogues. Within this context,
key open questions are discussed with reference to the latest
evidence. The aim is to provide clinicians with a reliable
resource that documents the most up-to-date knowledge on
the feasibility and safety of the different approaches to fertility
preservation and on the management of female cancer
patients who would like to preserve fertility and achieve a
pregnancy following their treatment.
The motivation for us to conceive this series of volumes on
regulation was mainly our belief that it would be fun, and at
the same time productive, to approach the subject in a way
that differs from that of other treatises. We thought it might be
interesting and instructive for both author and reader-to
examine a particular area of investigation in a framework of
many different problems. Cutting across the traditional
boundaries that have separated the subjects in past volumes
on regulation is not an easy thing to do-not because it is
difficult to think of what interesting topics should replace the
old ones, but because it is difficult to find authors who are
willing to write about areas outside those pursued in their own
laboratories. Anyone who takes on the task of reviewing a
broad area of interest must weave together its various parts
by picking up the threads from many different laboratories,
and attempt to produce a fabric with a meaningful design.
Finding persons who are likely to succeed in such a task was
the most difficult part of our job. In the first volume of this
treatise, most of the chapters dealt with the mechanisms of
regulation of gene expression in microorganisms. The second
volume involved a somewhat broader area, spanning the
prokaryotic-eukaryotic border. Topics ranged from phage
morphogenesis to the role of gradients in development. This
third volume-Volume 3A concerns hormones, as does the
forthcoming companion volume-Volume 3B.
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Fruit Crops: Diagnosis and Management of Nutrient
Constraints is the first and only resource to holistically
relate fruits as a nutritional source for human health to
the state-of-the-art methodologies currently used to
diagnose and manage nutritional constraints placed on
those fruits. This book explores a variety of advanced
management techniques, including open field
hydroponic, fertigation/bio-fertigation, the use of nanofertilizers, sensors-based nutrient management, climatesmart integrated soil fertility management, inoculation
with microbial consortium, and endophytes backed up by
ecophysiology of fruit crops. These intricate issues are
effectively presented, including real-world applications
and future insights. Presents the latest research,
including issues with commercial application Details
comprehensive insights into the diagnosis and
management of nutrient constraints Includes
contributions by world renowned researchers, providing
global perspectives and experience
The new edition of this text admirably fills the need for a
primer on the central topics involved in Human In Vitro
Fertilization (IVF). Supplying a comprehensive and
hands-on approach to IVF, this source presents
established state-of-the-art procedures and techniques,
as well as the most current research in the field. Expert
contributors also discuss the history of IVF and the
potential of future research. Offering essential
information for reproductive endocrinologists, IVF
practitioners and embryologists, this book guides readers
though every step of human assisted conception, from
patient pre-treatment to monitoring of outcomes.
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Set includes revised editions of some issues.
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